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We are confident in the quality and reliability of your
machines and the service of its manufacturer. But
even the best made equipment needs to be properly
maintained.
In the past, the ideology was, "If it's not broken,
don't fix it.” We believe a better way to approach
machine maintenance is, "If it's not broken, let's
keep it that way."
Completing timely maintenance on the machine tool
over time will minimize catastrophic breakdowns
and will reduce the total cost of ownership.
Machines will work at full efficiency creating
profitable uptime, while reducing downtime.
Problems are recognized earlier and the chances of
complete machine breakdown is reduced.

Time

So, if you are now buying into the importance of
protecting your investment in your machine tool,
you might be saying to yourself, "But I don't have
the time or expertise to properly maintain my
machine." That's where KL Industrial Service (KLIS)
can help – on site within 24 hours.
By choosing to let us help you meet your
maintenance needs, you are getting manufacturefactory-certified technicians that are experts on your
equipment without waiting for the technician to
extra fly in from overseas on your costs.
They know what to look for and have seen it all in a
variety of manufacturing environments. And by
scheduling this work through KLIS, your own
maintenance staff is freed up to work on other
commitments.
No more putting off the maintenance because your
staff is busy working on other critical equipment.

Our one-year-maintenance partnership
To provide the maximum protection and minimize
the cost of ownership, we offer a renewable 1-year
maintenance partnership at fixed costs.
With this option, you get a monthly inspection by
our certified personnel following a clearly laid down
inspection plan for your equipment to ensure that all
is well, and we fully cover the labour cost for these
inspections during that time.

Interested? Let’s talk.
Contact us via email
or call

info@kis-worldwide.com
+604 492 4554
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Clearly documented inspection plan
Video documentation of inspection
24/7 standby
Maximum 24 hours response time
No additional costs for flights or hotels
Fixed cost plan, simple to budget
Certified and experience personnel
Reduced risk and costs of downtime

